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The International Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing-Green Technology (IJPEM-GT) was inaugurated in order to

foster knowledge sharing and collaboration of researchers in the field of “green manufacturing.” While emerging technologies can

be evaluated by business points of view such as Hype Cycle of Gartner, in this paper, journals and research areas in green

manufacturing were evaluated by using research databases such as Web of Science and Journal Citation Report. Using impact factor

and the number of published papers as key parameters, journals in subjects of Engineering-Mechanical, Engineering-Manufacturing,

Engineering-Environmental, and Energy and Fuels were compared. From the point of researchers, the H-Index and the number of

published papers were evaluated for journals and technologies in green manufacturing. The H-Index of journals or research areas

was proportional to logarithm of the number of papers, and linear trend lines were observed from the data. The journals in green

technology show higher gradient in the trend line compared with the journals in manufacturing and environmental areas. In addition,

a Four Stage Model (early-emerging-developed-saturated stages) of technology development was proposed.
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1. Introduction

Two important challenges in 21st century manufacturing can be

identified as environmental shift and deficiency of energy and

resources. The Keeling Curve shows dramatic increase in CO2

concentration in air, which reached 400 ppm in 2013 compared with

315 ppm in 1958,1 and this is expected to result in strong greenhouse

effects. Besides many evidences of research papers, recently National

Geographic released a map predicting sea level withdrawal of the

world in the future in which a large portion of major cities such as

New York, Miami, and Shanghai as well as highly populated regions

will be greatly damaged if icecaps in polar areas are caused to melt

out.2

Another critical change is energy and resource deficiency mainly

due to the increase in world population from 70 billion in 2011 to 100

billion at the end of this century.3 Rapidly improved standards of

living in developing countries will further worsen this problem. The

issue is not merely productivity which is already too high leading to

oversupply in many industries, but also in how to supply raw

materials and energy to manufacture and operate largely increased

demands on products and energy. For example, more people will

want to run automobiles in developing countries, and more materials

and energy to make automobiles as well as fuel to run automobiles

will be required.

Today, many industrialized countries enjoy affluent products, food,

energy, etc., but current preparatory efforts for coming environment/

energy impacts by local governments and international organizations

are not effective enough in order to remove or reduce the problems.

The next decades will be critical to turn the trend or mega trend of

disasters favorably to human lives.4 Reflecting the urgency in energy-

environment-resource issues, research areas on sustainable

technologies are gaining more ground. 

Among energy consumption of the world, industry consumes about

33%, and transportation, heating/cooling of building consumes 28%

and 39% respectively.5 Along with the energy consumption, release of

toxic materials and wastes during manufacturing processes also give

negative effects on the environment. Although the importance of

manufacturing-related technologies to future lives of humans seems

critical, unfortunately, few technical journals have been

accommodating research results in these fields. Thus, International
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Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing-Green

Technology (IJPEM-GT) was initiated and split from the International

Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing (IJPEM) in order

to foster knowledge sharing and collaboration of researchers in “green

manufacturing.” To cover significant subjects in energy-environment-

resource saving based on manufacturing technology, the following five

main topics were selected for the journal:

1. Energy Saving and Waste Reduction in Manufacturing Processes 

2. Manufacturing of New and Renewable Energy Devices 

3. Design and Manufacturing of Green Products 

4. Materials for Green Manufacturing 

5. Management and Policy for Sustainable Manufacturing

These topics were summarized from a series of International

Symposium on Green Manufacturing and Applications (ISGMA) which

was held in Seoul (2011), Jeju Island (2012), and Hawaii (2013).6,7 More

details on topics and sub-topics are available at the journal website (http:/

/www.springer.com/journal/40684). In this paper, journals and research

areas in green manufacturing were evaluated by using research databases.

2. Evaluation of Research Areas on Green Manufacturing

Technologies

Different levels of abstract are available to evaluate significance

of technologies in general. For example, the Hype Cycle published by

Gartner Group shows expectation of people to the emerging

technologies, and it also shows on which development stage certain

technology is moving.8 The assumption in this evaluation method is

that a technology develops from innovation triggers, peak of inflated

expectations, trough of disillusionment, slope of enlightenment, and

finally reaches a plateau of productivity where the technology

matures and the market recognizes it as a profitable technology. Fig.

1 shows the overall summary of some green technologies based on

this Hype Cycle. For example, the additive manufacturing, or rapid

prototyping (RP) has been introduced in 1980’s and is at the ‘peak of

inflated expectation’ stage in 2013 receiving high popularity from

even laymen who do not understand technology. Later, the

expectations decrease as negative aspects of a specific technology are

revealed, but eventually it will take off and become a matured

business. Some technologies may diminish before they reach the

matured ‘plateau of productivity,’ due to many reasons.

To evaluate the importance of certain technologies from the point of

researchers, however, data from journal publications or research

databases seems more reasonable. In this research, three assumptions

on evaluation are made as follows:

· The supply and demand of research outcome are mainly based on

free will of the researcher similarly in the free market (invisible

hand works in this technology market to make equilibrium in

supply and demand)

· The number of journal papers are proportional to the ‘importance’

of the research area

· The number of citations are proportional to the ‘attention’

received by researchers

Fig. 2 shows a comparison between research areas related to

current IJPEM (engineering-manufacturing and engineering-

mechanical) and green technologies such as engineering environment

and energy & fuels. The x-axis represents the total number of journal

papers in each research area during two years (2010-2011) obtained

by Journal Citation Report,9 and the y-axis shows aggregate impact

factor, which is calculated from the total number of citations during

two years divided by total number of papers published during two

years. The size of circle represents the number of journals in each

area. While the total number of journals in both manufacturing and

mechanical engineering is compatible to the total number of journals

in environmental and energy/fuel areas, more papers are published

and the aggregate impact factor is more than twice higher for the

energy-environment areas than mechanical-manufacturing areas.

Combining manufacturing technologies to the energy-environment

technology may produce significant synergy effect not only for

advancement of green technology, but also for the initiation and

development of new engineering journals covering this almost empty

territory which is not covered by existing journals.

Fig. 1 Hype Cycle 2013 is modified and redrawn to show the

development stages of research areas related to green manufacturing

technologies8

Fig. 2 Comparison of journal’s impact factors in four research areas –

manufacturing, mechanical, environmental, and energy & fuels. Data

is obtained from Journal Citation Report 20129
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3. Evaluation of journals based on H-Index

Although impact factor is a reasonable measure for a journal, it is an

average which can mislead researchers by simply calculating the ratio of

the cited number of papers to the total number of published papers. The

cited number can affect impact factor greatly, particularly if the number of

papers are few. As a typical problem of arithmetic mean, one paper with

a large number of citations will result in over-estimated impact while a

couple of papers with zero citation will make under-estimated impact.

Review papers also affect impact factor greater than regular research

papers because of the number of papers used in impact factor calculation,

i.e. denominator is small while citation of review papers is usually more.

Thus in this research, journals are evaluated by H-Index of original

research papers without including review papers. H-Index was

developed by Jorge E. Hirsch, and it represents impact of highly cited

papers as well as the effect of number of papers.10 As shown in Fig. 3,

H-Index is determined when the number of highly cited papers equals

the number of papers (For example the top 5th paper by number of

citation was cited at least 5 times by other papers, the H-Index is 5).

Besides Web of Science, Google Scholar and Scopus also offer tools

to calculate H-Index although covered publication can be somewhat

different.11 While H-Index is often used to evaluate researcher’s

performance, the H-Index of journals and research areas are evaluated.

Fig. 4 shows data of H-Index vs. number of articles published in recent

5 years (2009.1.1-2013.12.16) using Web of Science database.12

Calculation of H-index was performed as follows: 

1. Total number of papers of a specific journal or research area was

searched by Web of Science. (The review papers and editorials

were excluded in this search)

2. Plot x-axis in log scale since the number of papers can vary in

different order of magnitude (see Fig. 4).

3. The same assumption applied for evaluation - the number of paper (x-

value) represents ‘importance’ of the journal or importance of research

areas while H-Index (y-value) represents ‘attention’ by researchers.

The most recent 5 year data were selected in order to have enough time

for the papers to be read and cited by fellow researchers. As shown in Fig.

4, groups of journals in similar subject areas can be distinguished by overall

locations taken in the plot. Compared with traditional manufacturing

journals, environment-related journals show a slight increase in the number

of published papers (x-values) with higher H-Index (y-values), and energy/

fuel-related journals show the highest x and y values among the three groups.

Interestingly the data show linearly fitted trend lines for all three cases

with different gradients. The gradient increases in the order of

manufacturing, environment, and energy/fuel, and this trends probably

coincide with researchers’ interest in these journals. It may be concluded

that H-Index is proportional to the log of the number of papers, and in

other words, certain research areas draw similar ratio in H-Index to the

log of the number of papers.

4. Evaluation of Research Areas in Green Manufacturing

by H-Index

 

In order to evaluate and compare graphically each research area related to

green manufacturing, another plot was drawn. Fig. 5 shows H-Index vs.

number of articles in recent 5 years for the ‘research area’. From the Web of

Fig. 3. Calculation of H-Index (redrawn from10)

Fig. 4 Comparison of journals in three research areas related to green

technologies. The gradients of Energy & Fuels, Engineering-

Environment, and Engineering-Manufacturing are 11.505, 9.985, and

5.637 respectively

Fig. 5 Comparison of research areas in green manufacturing with

journals in related topics. The gradient of selected Green Technology

(14.538) is higher than the gradient of three journal areas
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Science, papers in a specific ‘subject’ area are searched and selected for

further analysis and the number of papers under the subject as well as H-

Index can be viewed in the Web of Science. For example, H-Index of ‘fuel

cell vehicle’ rises to 38 as the top 38th most cited paper in fuel cell vehicle

research cited at least 38 times by other journal papers. Again, original

research articles were only counted, but reviews and editorials were excluded.

The subjects were chosen to be related to manufacturing and design of green

technology. Some selected keywords related to green manufacturing also

show a group along the trend line with the equation of y = 14.538ln(x)-65.61

where x is the number of journal articles published in recent 5 years, and y

is the H-Index of technology. The gradient of the trend line is a characteristic

of research areas related to energy-environment-manufacturing, and,

interestingly, the gradient of the trend line (14.538) is slightly higher than the

slope (11.505) of the journals in energy & fuel area. This is probably because

of the outstanding H-Index of Dye Sensitized Solar Cell.

As the same in evaluation of journal, a larger x-axis signifies an

increase in the number of papers and experimentalists in the research

area, and a higher H-Index means the more attention received by other

researcher to the research area.

5. Development Stages of Journal and Technology

From the characteristics of number of citation and H-Indexes, the overall

stages in development of journal and technology can be depicted in Fig. 6.

Based on the relative location in Fig. 6, the development of journal

and technology can be simplified as proposed by four stages as follows:

Early Stage: the research topic is new implying little researcher

exposure and attention to the emerging area - located at lower left

corner.

Emerging Stage: the number of researchers is not numerous in

number yet, but the attention by other researchers is high – located

along the trend line of green manufacturing with H-Indexes above

average values.

Developed Stage: a large number of researchers work on the

subject, and this becomes a well appreciated research area – located

upper right corner.

Saturated Stage: many researchers still continue on research, but not

much issues are interesting any more for other researchers – along the

trend line with relatively lower H-Index.

The development of the stages may look like a cycle if we see the

relative locations in the H-Index plot (Fig. 6). Depending on the

potential size of certain research fields or journal, the absolute values

in number of paper and H-Index can vary as shown in Fig. 7. In

addition, selection of keywords for the subject of interest should be

reasonable. For example, searching by keyword of ‘solar cell’ or

‘manufacturing,’ resulted in ten thousands of papers, and most research

databases cannot compute H-Index values.

6. Conclusions

The stages of technology development in each technology as well as

technical journal were evaluated by using two measureable parameters

from the Web of Science – the number of papers and H-Index. Green

manufacturing technologies became important research areas with

significant potential impact on human lives today and even more in the

future. Further, understanding the status of development of each green

technology seems relevant at the time of launching new journal,

IJPEM-GT. The analysis shows the timely need for journals in green

technology focusing on manufacturing. Since the current analysis is not

based on extensive data collected over time, there is potential for the

proposed stages in technology development to be monitored and

verified in the future. However, researchers can utilize the proposed

comparative method to distinguish numerous emerging technologies.
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